Abstract. Following on after three previous papers discussing the formation of primordial black holes during the radiative era of the early universe, we present here a further investigation of the critical nature of the process involved, aimed at making contact with some of the basic underlying ideas from the literature on critical collapse. We focus on the intermediate state, which we have found appearing in cases with perturbations close to the critical limit, and examine the connection between this and the similarity solutions which play a fundamental role in the standard picture of critical collapse. We have derived a set of self-similar equations for the null-slicing form of the metric which we are using for our numerical calculations, and have then compared the results obtained by integrating these with the ones coming from our simulations for collapse of cosmological perturbations within an expanding universe. We find that the similarity solution is asymptotically approached in a region which grows to cover both the contracting matter and part of the semi-void which forms outside it. Our main interest is in the situation relevant for primordial black hole formation in the radiative era of the early universe, where the relation between the pressure p and the energy density e can be reasonably approximated by an expression of the form p = we with w = 1/3. However, we have also looked at other values of w, both because these have been considered in previous literature and also because they can be helpful for giving further insight into situations relevant for primordial black hole formation. As in our previous work, we have started our simulations with initial supra-horizon scale perturbations of a type which could have come from inflation.
Introduction
A population of primordial black holes (PBHs) might have been formed in the early universe due to gravitational collapse of sufficiently large-amplitude cosmological perturbations. Following the initial papers suggesting this (Zel'dovich & Novikov (1969) [1] ; Hawking (1971) [2] ; Carr & Hawking (1974) [3] ; and Carr (1975) [4] ), various authors then investigated the process numerically (Nadezhin, Novikov & Polnarev (1978) [5] ; Bicknell & Henriksen (1979) [6] ; Novikov & Polnarev (1980) [7] ; Niemeyer and Jedamzik (1999) [8] ; Shibata and Sasaki (1999) [9] ; Hawke & Stewart (2002) [10] ; Musco, Miller & Rezzolla (2005) [11] ). In order to form a PBH, the perturbation would need to have an amplitude δ greater than a certain threshold value δ c (with δ often being defined as the relative mass excess inside the overdense region, measured at the time of horizon crossing). The numerical investigations clarified many different aspects of the nature of the process, with particular reference to the radiative era of the universe (with the equation of state being taken as p = 1 3 e, where p is the pressure and e is the energy density). This context represents the most commonly studied scenario for PBH formation.
Niemeyer [8, 12] showed that the masses of PBHs produced in the radiative era by perturbations of a given profile type, follow the typical scaling-law behaviour of critical collapse, first discovered for idealized circumstances by Choptuik (1993) [14] , i.e. the masses of the black holes produced follow a power law M BH ∝ (δ − δ c ) γ if δ is close enough to δ c . Neilsen & Choptuik (2000) [15] later showed that one could get a critical collapse, using a succession of "imploding shells" of matter as the initial conditions, for p = we equations of state with any value of w in the range 0 − 1. They found that the value of the critical exponent γ was dependent only on the value of w and not on the particular form of the perturbation profile.
In 2002, Hawke & Stewart [10] returned to the problem of PBH formation in the early universe, with w = 1/3, and investigated the nature of the collapse going down to smaller values of (δ − δ c ) than Niemeyer & Jedamzik had been able to do with their code. For the larger values of (δ − δ c ), comparable with those of [8] , Hawke & Stewart again found a scaling law with a similar value of γ, but for smaller (δ − δ c ) they saw formation of strong shocks and their curve of log M BH against log(δ − δ c ) flattened off at a minimum mass of around 10 −3 of their horizon mass. They also found that the value of δ c depended strongly on the shape of the perturbation, in contrast to [8] .
In Musco et al (2005) [11], we considered PBH formation with initial conditions given by very small linear perturbations of the energy density and velocity fields approximating the growing components of cosmological perturbations, and imposed with a length-scale much larger than that of the cosmological horizon. The domination of the growing component becomes even greater by the time of horizon crossing, as any residual decaying component dies away. We again saw a scaling law with similar γ for the range of values of (δ − δ c ) used in [8] but found very different values of δ c from [8] for similar perturbation shapes (we were concentrating on those types of perturbation).
This difference was attributed to the fact that in [8] , the perturbations were made just in the energy density and were imposed directly at the horizon scale, so that their value of δ c was calculated with inclusion of a substantial decaying component which did not then contribute to the black hole formation. If one focuses on the effect of perturbations originating from inflation, then clearly only growing components will be relevant at much later times.
In Polnarev & Musco (2007) [16] , this kind of cosmologically-relevant initial perturbation was imposed in a more precise way, using an asymptotic quasihomogeneous solution [17] . Starting from a curvature perturbation, which is a timeindependent quantity when the perturbation length-scale is much larger than the cosmological horizon [18] , perturbations in all of the other quantities can then be specified in a consistent way, giving a solution with only a growing component. The metric perturbation can be large even when the perturbations in energy density and velocity are small, and only when there is a large-amplitude metric perturbation, corresponding to a non-linear initial perturbation of the curvature, can one get δ > δ c at horizon crossing.
In Musco et al (2009) [19] , we returned to the issue raised by Hawke & Stewart [10] concerning whether the scaling law would continue down to very small values of (δ − δ c ). In order to address this, we needed to modify our code with the inclusion of adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) so as to be able to handle the extreme conditions which arise near to the critical limit. In view of our earlier work, we were particularly wanting to investigate the effect of using initial perturbations with just a growing component imposed on a scale larger than the horizon, rather than the non-linear sub-horizon scale initial perturbations used in [10] . We again used the quasi-homogeneous solution to provide our initial conditions. Doing this, we did not observe the shock formation seen in [10] (which we attributed to the presence of a non-linear decaying component in their calculations) but instead found that regular scaling-law behaviour was preserved all the way down to the vicinity of the resolution limit of our scheme (going beyond the most extreme values shown in [10] ). A striking feature of our calculations was the appearance of an "intermediate state" for cases near to the critical limit. For these cases, when the over-dense region detaches from the rest of the universe, it reaches a compactness 2M/R ∼ 0.5 (where R and M are its current radius and mass) at which it then remains while proceeding to contract, shedding matter as it shrinks in such a way as to maintain 2M/R roughly unchanging (with just a small gradual decrease). This situation (the "intermediate state") persists through many e-foldings if δ is very close to δ c . Eventually, it reaches a mass at which it either enters a final collapse phase leading to black hole formation, or disperses into the surrounding medium.
The existence of a similarity solution for cases near to the critical limit, is a key feature in the theory of critical collapse [20, 21] , and in [19] we saw some evidence of self-similarity also in the context of PBH formation within an expanding universe, associated with the intermediate state. In that paper, however, we were mainly focusing on the issue of preservation of the scaling-law. Here, instead, we focus on the issue of self-similarity, aiming to clarify the extent to which our intermediate-state solution does follow a self-similar behaviour. As a secondary point, we also report on calculations which we have made for values of w different from 1/3, using the same approach. Although these other values are of less interest from a physical point of view, they have been considered previously in the critical-collapse literature, and it can be useful to study them using the same approach so as to get further insight into the main case of interest. Also, this can be useful for indicating what may happen at epochs of the universe at which the equation of state softens due to phase transitions.
For the work of this paper, we have used the same numerical code as in [19] , but with some fine tuning of the AMR. Following the present Introduction, section 2 reviews our mathematical formulation of the problem and presents the self-similar equations as they appear when written in the null-slicing foliation used for our numerical calculations. Solutions of the self-similar equations are also presented there. Section 3 contains a brief summary of the numerical methods used for the simulations. In section 4, we make comparison between the simulation results and the similarity solution, and section 5 discusses the changes in the values of γ and δ c which come from varying w and the shape of the initial perturbation. Section 6 contains conclusions. Throughout, we use units for which c = G = 1.
Mathematical formulation of the problem

Cosmic-time slicing
For the calculations described here, we have followed the same basic methodology as described in our previous papers [11, 16, 19] (which we will refer to as Papers 1, 2 and 3 respectively). We therefore give just a brief summary of it here; more details are contained in the previous papers.
We use two different formulations of the general relativistic hydrodynamic equations: one for setting the initial conditions and the other for studying the black hole formation. Throughout, we are assuming spherical symmetry and that the medium can be treated as a perfect fluid; we use a Lagrangian formulation of the equations with a radial coordinate r which is co-moving with the matter.
For setting the initial conditions, it is convenient to use a diagonal form of the metric, with the time coordinate t reducing to the standard Friedmann-RobertsonWalker (FRW) time in the case of a homogeneous medium with no perturbations. (This sort of time coordinate is therefore often referred to as "cosmic time"). We write this metric in the form given by Misner & Sharp [22] (but with a change in notation for the metric coefficients):
with a, b and R being functions of r and t and with R playing the role of an Eulerian radial coordinate. We follow the Misner-Sharp approach for writing the GR hydrodynamic equations. Using the notation
one defines the quantities
and
where U is the radial component of four-velocity in the "Eulerian" frame and Γ is a generalized Lorentz factor. The metric coefficient b can then be written as
With these specifications, the GR hydrodynamic equations can be written in the following form (with the notation that e is the energy density, p is the pressure, ρ is the compression factor and M is the mass contained inside radius R):
plus a constraint equation
An equation of state is also needed, and we are here considering ones of the form
with w being a constant.
Initial conditions
a perturbation of the otherwise uniform medium representing the cosmological background solution, with the length-scale of the perturbation R 0 being much larger than the cosmological horizon R H ≡ H −1 . Under these circumstances, the perturbations in e and U can be extremely small while still giving a large-amplitude perturbation of the metric (as is necessary if a black hole is eventually to be formed) and the above system of equations can then be solved analytically to first order in the small parameter ≡ (R H /R 0 ) 2 1. A full discussion of this has been given in Paper 2. The result obtained, referred to as the "quasi-homogeneous solution", gives formulae for the perturbations of all of the metric and hydrodynamical quantities in terms only of a curvature perturbation profile K(r), where r is the co-moving radial coordinate linked to R by R = S(t)r with S(t) being the FRW scale factor; K(r) is conveniently time-independent when 1 [18] . To characterize the amplitude of the perturbation, we use the integrated quantity
which measures the relative mass excess within the overdense region, as frequently done in the literature; e b is the background value of the energy density and r 0 is the co-moving length-scale of the overdense region of the perturbation. In Paper 2 (to which we refer for details) it was shown that e(r, t) − e b (t) e b (t) ≡ δe(r, t) = (t) 3(1 + w) 5 + 3w
and here we consider the initial curvature profile K(r) introduced in Paper 2 ‡
which implies
Inserting K(r) and K (r) into (16) one gets
The relation between r 0 and ∆ for a given K(r), is obtained by putting to zero the expression inside the square brackets with r set equal to r 0 . This gives
where ‡ The equations as presented here include corrections of some typographical errors in the equations of Paper 2 which have already been noted in Paper 3.
Fixing the parameter α selects a particular perturbation profile, with the simplest choice being given by α = 0, corresponding to a Gaussian curvature profile K(r)
which gives a Mexican hat profile for the energy density perturbation δe(r, t), as often used in in the literature [8, 11, 19] :
The perturbation shape is fixed by the choice of α, while the perturbation amplitude is determined by the value chosen for ∆. Inserting (19) into (15) one gets
within the linear regime, where 1, with the time evolution of the perturbation being given by (t), which measures how the perturbation length-scale R 0 changes with respect to the cosmological horizon scale R H . The expression for (t) = (R H /R 0 ) 2 involves only background quantities for the unperturbed universe and inserting this gives
which leads to the familiar relationships δ(t) ∝ t when w = 1/3 and δ(t) ∝ t 2/3 when w = 0.
For our discussion here, we need a value for δ measured in a standard way, and it is convenient to use for this the value given by taking (t) = 1 in (24). For small perturbations, this value for δ coincides with the one at the horizon-crossing time, and it does not differ by very much from that even for the larger perturbations of interest for PBH formation, at least for the types of perturbation profile being used here. Since evaluating (24) analytically in this way is much more precise than making a numerical integral on the grid at horizon-crossing time, we use this value here, as we did in Papers 2 and 3.
Null slicing
In our work, the Misner-Sharp approach, with cosmic time slicing, has been used for setting the initial conditions and then for evolving them to produce corresponding initial conditions on an outgoing null slice. These are then passed to the main code which uses the "observer time" null-slicing formulation of Hernandez & Misner [24] for following the further evolution leading up to black hole formation. In this formulation, each outgoing null slice is labelled with a time coordinate u, which takes a constant value everywhere on the slice, and the metric (1) is re-written as
where f is the new lapse function which determines how the value of u changes from one slice to another. The lapse f needs to be normalised by setting u equal to the proper time of some suitable observer, and the standard way of doing this is to equate it to the proper time of a distant observer, as we have done in our previous papers (setting f = 1 at the location of that observer). However, this is not suitable for our present discussion of the connection with similarity solutions, because distant observers are not within the region covered by the similarity solution. Because of this, we instead synchronise here with the proper time of a central observer, setting f = 1 at r = 0. Within this formulation, the operators equivalent to (2) and (3) are
where D k is the radial derivative in the null slice and the corresponding derivative in the Misner-Sharp space-like slice is given by
The hydrodynamic equations can then be formulated in a way analogous to what was done in cosmic time. The system of equations used in the main code, replacing the cosmic-time ones (7) - (12), are:
where c s = (∂p/∂e) is the sound speed. § The quantity Γ is given by (13) , as before, and we also have
which replaces equation (5) in this slicing.
Self-similarity: equations and solution
In this paper, we are wanting to investigate the connection between our numerical calculations for gravitational collapse of cosmological perturbations within the expanding medium of the early universe, and studies by previous authors looking at the problem of critical collapse under simpler circumstances (in particular, with asymptotic flatness) where the presence of similarity solutions plays a key role. There, as (δ − δ c ) → 0, one approaches a critical solution where all of the matter in the original contracting region is shed during the contraction which ends, with zero matter, at a time referred to as the critical time t c . The later stages of this follow a similarity solution.
For small positive values of (δ − δ c ), the similarity solution is closely approached but eventually there is a divergence away from it, with the remaining material collapsing to form a black hole. In our previous calculations, we have noted the appearance of an "intermediate state" during which the behaviour gave some indication of being roughly self-similar. Here, we are wanting to investigate this in more detail in order to understand how closely this reproduces what was seen in the previous critical collapse work. For doing this, we first needed to derive the equations governing the similarity solutions in the Hernandez-Misner foliation, as used for our numerical calculations. Our self-similar coordinate ξ is the ratio between the distance away from the centre of symmetry and the time away from the critical time, both of which are given in terms of invariantly-defined quantities. For the distance, we use the circumferential radius R and for the time we use the outgoing null time u with the lapse f set equal to 1 at the centre, so that u is synchronized with the proper time of a central observer.
(Note that this approach is importantly different from that of Evans & Coleman [20] who normalised the time differently and obtained a more complicated form for their similarity solution.) For deriving the hydrodynamical equations in self-similar form, it is convenient to set the zero point of the time scale to be at the critical time. The times being considered are ones before the critical time and hence take negative values; we then define our self-similar coordinate, which needs to be positive, as
and look for a solution of the system of partial differential equations of the previous section in terms of quantities depending only on ξ. For that set of quantities we have § Note that there was a typographical error in equation (27) of Paper 1; equation (33) here is the correct form which has been used throughout for the calculations in all of our papers.
U , Γ and f , as already defined, and two new ones: Ω ≡ 4πR 2 e and Φ ≡ M/R, while we eliminate ρ by combining equations (31) and (32), and write the pressure p in terms of the energy density e using the equation of state p = we (which gives the soundspeed c s = √ w). To derive the self-similar form of the equations, we then proceed as follows. First, we write the Hernandez-Misner equations in an "Eulerian" form, using coordinates R and u. For a general quantity Y , we have
which then gives
inserting the expression for U ≡ D t R. Similarly
inserting the expression for Γ ≡ D r R. The operators D t and D k can therefore be written in the Eulerian form
which, combined with the definition of the self-similar coordinate ξ, gives
One then finds that equations (13), (30) - (35) can indeed be recast as a system for U , Ω, Φ, f and Γ, depending only on ξ. After a considerable amount of algebra, we arrive at a set of three ordinary differential equations together with two algebraic equations
Note that the three ODEs do not depend explicitly on the lapse f . However, U , Ω and Φ all require a boundary condition. Clearly they all go to zero at R = 0, and hence at ξ = 0, but since the equations involve derivatives with respect to ln ξ, we need to series-expand away from ξ = 0 in order to start our integration. To get the expression for U , it is necessary to specify the central value of f which, as already mentioned, we are setting equal to 1. For small ξ, we then find
to lowest order in ξ, with the constant k being determined by requiring regularity of the solution for U at the critical point, where the numerator and denominator of the first term on the right hand side of equation (45) both go to zero. The integration of equations (45) -(47) was carried out using a fourth-order RungeKutta scheme, with a shooting method being used to determine the value of k. Since U can be negative, the derivative d ln U/d ln ξ needs to be re-written as (1/U ) dU/d ln ξ when performing the integration. Results are shown in figure 1 where U , Ω and Φ are plotted as functions of log ξ for w = 1/3.
The method used for the numerical simulations
The present calculations for PBH formation have been made with the same code as used in Paper 3. Since this has been fully described previously, we will just give a brief outline of it here. It is an explicit Lagrangian hydrodynamics code based on that of Miller & Motta (1989) [25] but with the grid organized in a way similar to that of Miller & Rezzolla (1995) [26] which was designed for calculations in an expanding cosmological background. The code has a long history and has been carefully tested in its various forms. The basic grid uses logarithmic spacing in a mass-type comoving coordinate, allowing it to reach out to very large radii while giving finer resolution at small radii. Our initial data is derived from the quasi-homogeneous solution and is specified on a space-like slice (at constant cosmic time) with = 10 −2 , giving R 0 = 10 R H . The outer edge of the grid has here been placed at 1000 R H for convenience in making some of the plots; putting it at 90 R H , as we did previously, was already sufficient for ensuring that there is no causal contact between it and the perturbed region during the time of the calculations. The initial data is then evolved using the Misner-Sharp equations (7-13), so as to generate a second set of initial data on a null slice and the null-slice initial data is then evolved using the Hernandez-Misner equations (see [11] ).
For the calculations presented in Paper 3, we introduced an adaptive mesh refinement scheme (AMR), on top of the existing logarithmic grid, giving us sufficient resolution so as to be able to follow black hole formation down to extremely small values of (δ − δ c ). Having the AMR is particularly important for allowing us to follow the deep voids which form outside the central contracting region in cases very close to the critical limit. The same scheme has been used with just minor modifications for the calculations presented here. Our aim in writing the AMR was to avoid the use of artificial viscosity, but it has now emerged that some residual artificial viscosity was still present and is necessary for correct functioning of the code in its present form. The presence of this is not thought to affect the results presented in any important way, however. We have successfully used the scheme with more than thirty levels of refinement and all relevant features of the solutions have been fully resolved.
Comparison between the simulation results and the similarity solution
In this section, we present results from our investigation of the extent to which the "intermediate state" seen previously in our numerical simulations corresponds to the similarity solution discussed in section 2.4. First, we recall the background to this coming from our earlier work.
At the beginning of our calculations, we have a growing perturbation, with a lengthscale larger than the cosmological horizon, consisting of a slight over-density which is expanding along with the rest of the universe but a little more slowly. After it enters within the cosmological horizon, it starts to contract and then collapse if its amplitude δ is large enough. As described earlier, if δ is greater than the critical value δ c , it goes In the left-hand frame, we show the behaviour of 2M/R for a nearly critical case plotted against R/R H at different time levels, where R H is the cosmological horizon scale at the moment of horizon crossing. The dashed curve indicates the initial conditions used by the null-time code. The right-hand frame shows the time evolution of the peak of 2M/R during the intermediate state with t/t H being the null time (normalised in the same way as for the similarity solution) measured in units of the horizon crossing time t H (= R H /2). The horizontal dashed line indicates the value of (2M/R) peak coming from the corresponding similarity solution, while the vertical dashed line indicates when the intermediate state ends for this case, very close to the critical time. In the collapse following this, (2M/R) peak increases rapidly towards 1 with the formation of the black hole.
on to produce a black hole, while for smaller values it eventually disperses into the background medium. Initially, the over-dense region has decreasing compactness 2M/R but, if δ is only slightly greater than δ c , it then reaches a value of 2M/R at which it remains with very little change as it proceeds to contract, shedding matter as it shrinks in such a way as to keep 2M/R roughly constant (but with just a small continuing gradual decrease). For a radiation fluid with w = 1/3, this "intermediate state" has 2M/R ∼ 0.5, quite far from the condition for a black hole. A large pressure gradient develops at the edge of the contracting matter and it is this which drives the wind, opening up a deep void between the contracting matter and the rest of the universe. Eventually, there is a deviation away from the intermediate state and 2M/R increases towards 1. This process was investigated in detail in Paper 3 for a radiation fluid with w = 1/3 and some evidence was seen of self-similar behaviour during the period of the intermediate state. We investigate this further here. Throughout this section, we consider only w = 1/3 and, since we are dealing with an astrophysical application, we use t to denote time even when we are dealing with the null time previously denoted by u.
For making our discussion, we focus on a particular case near to the critical In the left-hand frame, (2M/R) peak is plotted as a function of time for a succession of values of (δ − δ c ) equally spaced in the log, showing the convergence of the black-hole formation time t BH as (δ − δ c ) is reduced. The right-hand frame shows the scaling-law behaviour of M BH /M H and (t c − t BH )/t H as a function of (δ − δ c ).
threshold, starting from a standard Mexican hat perturbation in the energy density (i.e. α = 0) with (δ − δ c ) = 6.76 × 10 −10 . This gives rise to a black hole with mass 2.14×10 −3 M H , where M H is the cosmological horizon mass at the horizon-crossing time. The left-hand frame of figure 2 shows the behaviour of 2M/R plotted against R/R H at different time levels for this case (R H being the cosmological horizon scale at the moment of horizon crossing). The dashed curve shows the initial conditions used by the nulltime code. The subsequent evolution proceeds in the direction of decreasing (2M/R) peak until the intermediate state is reached, and then the peak moves progressively inwards. When δ is extremely close to the critical limit, as it is here, the intermediate state with almost constant (2M/R) peak , persists through many e-foldings and the eventual turn-off away from it, with (2M/R) peak rising towards the black-hole value of 1, happens very abruptly.
Another view of this behaviour is shown in the right-hand frame of figure 2 , where the time evolution of (2M/R) peak is plotted, from the same run as shown in the left-hand frame, again starting the plot from the time of the initial data for the null-time code. The time coordinate used is normalised as described above. The horizontal dashed line shows the value of (2M/R) peak coming from the similarity solution (corresponding to the peak of Φ in figure 1 -note that (2M/R) = 2Φ). In the simulation, the peak starts from a fairly high value after the perturbation has re-entered the cosmological horizon, and then decreases while the overdense region continues expanding along with the rest of the universe. Eventually the expansion of the overdense region reverses, and (2M/R) peak settles into the roughly-constant value of the intermediate state, approaching the similarity value more and more closely as time goes on. It is almost touching the similarity line at the moment when the intermediate state ends and the rapid collapse towards black-hole formation begins. The behaviour is roughly similar for the other values of w which we have tested (in connection with the discussion in the next section). The intermediate state lasts for longer with smaller values of w and the similarity value of (2M/R) peak changes with w in such a way as to remain roughly equal to δ c .
In figure 3 , the left-hand frame is a zoom of a series of curves similar to that in the right-hand frame of figure 2, but drawn for a succession of values of (δ − δ c ), equallyspaced in the log, decreasing from left to right. It can be seen that, as (δ − δ c ) decreases, the rising part of the curve becomes progressively more abrupt and the value of t when (2M/R) peak → 1 (which we will call t BH ) is tending towards a limiting value t c as δ → δ c . This is the critical time needed for comparing with the similarity solutions, with ξ for the simulation results set equal to R/(t c − t). As can be seen from the right-hand frame, (t c −t BH ) again follows a scaling law in (δ −δ c ) which has the same value of the exponent as for the black hole masses (also plotted here).
If the similarity solution were being followed exactly, the central energy density would scale with time as (t c −t) −2 (this follows from the behaviour of Ω given in equation (50)). An alternative way of obtaining a value for t c is therefore to fit this scaling to the simulation results. This is less precise than the limiting procedure discussed above (because the similarity solution is only being followed approximately) but the value obtained for t c in this way agrees with the previous one to around one part in 10 4 if the time-variation at the closest approach to the similarity solution is used. Figures 4 and 5 , which use data from the same run as in figure 2 , show in detail how the simulation results for the intermediate state approach the similarity solution. Quantities from the simulation are plotted against the similarity coordinate ξ for a succession of times during the intermediate state (the first being for t/t H = 5.072 and the last being for t/t H = 6.342 which is just before (2M/R) peak starts to increase). Figure 4 shows three different views of the velocity U , with the bottom frame being a zoom of the top left-hand one, looking at the range of U ≤ 1; figure 5 shows 2M/R (= 2Φ) and Ω (= 4πR 2 e). The later times correspond to the lower curves on the righthand side of the plots and to the upper curves in the mid-region of the frames in figure  4 . The similarity solutions of figure 1 are shown here with short-dashed curves, but these are often covered. One can see the progressive approach of the simulation results towards the similarity solutions, with the range of the zone of agreement increasing with time. At the last time shown, the similarity solution is closely approximating the simulation results over all of the contracting region, where U is negative, and also over the part of the surrounding region out to the maximum of U (the peak of the relativistic wind which coincides with the minimum of the energy density in the evacuated region -see figure 4 of Paper 3). Beyond this, the simulation results diverge completely away from the similarity solution, eventually merging into the surrounding FRW universe. The top right-hand frame of figure 4 shows the last of the time levels seen in the previous frame, together with the short-dashed curve for the similarity solution and a Simulation results for the velocity U (from the same run as in figure 2 ) plotted against the similarity coordinate ξ. The top left-hand frame shows curves for a succession of times during the intermediate state (the higher peaks corresponding to the later ones). The similarity solution is marked with the short-dashed curve. The top right-hand frame shows only the last of these time levels, but together with a long-dashed curve indicating the unperturbed FRW solution mapped onto this same space-time slice. The bottom frame is a zoom of the first one, looking in detail at the range U ≤ 1. The long-dashed curve marks the same mapping of the FRW solution as before and the truncated dotted lines show part of the corresponding mappings for the earlier time levels. See text for further details.
long-dashed curve indicating the unperturbed FRW solution mapped onto this same space-time slice. (This curve has been obtained by calculating the local value of the Hubble constant H = 1/2t pr , where t pr is proper time as measured by the local comoving observers, and then taking U = HR.) In the bottom frame, with the expanded view for U ≤ 1, the long-dashed curve again shows the mapping of the FRW solution onto the same space-time slice as before and the truncated dotted lines show part of the corresponding curves for the earlier time levels. Note that the strange form of the long-dashed curve arises because of the perturbation of the null slice onto which the FRW solution is being mapped. The join between the computed solution and the FRW solution in the outer region comes at the same locations, of course, also in the plots of figure 5 and excellent agreement is found there between the numerical and analytic results in all cases.
Regarding figure 4 , we should stress that the use of a logarithmic coordinate here has the effect of making features appear much more abrupt than they would with a standard linear coordinate. The almost vertical parts of the curves in the top frames are nowhere near to being shocks and correspond to smoothly-varying features when viewed on a linear scale (c.f. figure 4 of Paper 3). The zoomed bottom frame has been primarily included so as to show clearly the transition to the FRW solution. However, it also reveals an interesting wave-like feature at the later times (seen in the solid curves), which we have then investigated in more detail. This turns out to result from interaction of the wind with the outer edge of the growing void and appears as a rather gentle spacevariation when viewed on a linear scale.
From the right-hand frame of figure 2 , showing the intermediate state during which the numerical results are very close to those coming from the similarity solution (as seen in figures 4 and 5), it is very clear that there is a systematic behaviour in the approach of the numerical solution to the self-similar one. There is also a systematic behaviour in the eventual departure from the similarity solution, leading towards black hole formation. In the earlier work (see the review [21] ), studies have been made of linear perturbations around the critical solution in terms of growing and decaying modes. In particular, the linear growing-mode index has been shown by Maison [27] to be equal to 1/γ. Following [27] (but with some variations), it is convenient to write the growing-mode amplitude for our quantity Φ as
where Φ (ξ) is the similarity solution and τ = − ln[(t c − t)/t H ]. Note that increasing τ corresponds to increasing t, and that
with λ 0 being the index. Similarly, one can write the decaying-mode amplitude as
(with no dependence on (δ − δ c ) being expected). We apply these to the peak value of Φ, i.e. (2M/R) peak /2. In figure 6 , we first plot (in the left frame) simulation results for (2M/R) peak as functions of τ , coming from a succession of runs with different values of (δ − δ c ) equally spaced in the log (decreasing successively by factors of 2 moving from left to right). The log e of the growing mode amplitude at the peak (Φ − Φ ) peak is then plotted against τ in the right-hand frame. From the equal spacing of the curves in the rising part, one can immediately see the expected linear dependence on (δ − δ c ) for the growing mode. By making straight-line fits to the most linear segments of the growing and decaying parts of the curves, one can read off values of λ 0 for the growing mode and λ 1 for the decaying mode. (We have marked our straight-line fits with the dashed lines.) We find λ 0 = 2.81 for the growing mode and λ 1 = −1.17 for the decaying mode. Again following Maison [27] , we anticipate that 1/λ 0 should be equal to γ, the index of the scaling law for M BH . In fact, we have that 1/λ 0 = 0.356 which compares with γ = 0.3558 as given by Maison for w = 1/3 and our value of γ = 0.357 as given in Paper 3. We should stress, however, that while λ 0 = 2.81 was genuinely our best fit, we do not believe that it should be trusted to better than about ±2 in the last digit.
Investigation of the effects of varying w and the shape of the initial perturbation
In the literature on critical collapse, there has been discussion of the consequences of using "perfect fluids" having equations of state of the form p = we, with w taking values covering the range from 0 to 1 [27, 15] . Our own interest is strictly related to the possibility that critical collapse might actually occur under realistic circumstances, and a particular context for this arises in the case of the radiation fluids which dominated the universe at early times and could be reasonably approximated with an equation of state of the form p = we with w = 1/3. Investigation of similar equations of state with w = 1/3 may be of interest in relation to this, for giving some indication of the effects of softening of the equation of state at the time of phase transitions, or stiffening due to some non-standard interactions. One needs to proceed with caution, however. Standard simple fluids have pressure proportional to internal energy density, not to the total energy density (including also the rest-mass energy of the constituent particles). The form p = we is relevant in the limit where the rest-mass energy becomes negligible compared with the kinetic energy of random motions (as for a radiation fluid). Using p = we for a perfect fluid with positive values of w different from 1/3 has doubtful physical motivation.
Having made that caveat, however, we now look at cases with w = 1/3 with the aim mentioned above. We use exactly the same approach as that used for w = 1/3, even though there is some artificiality in doing this because of having the whole universe following an unusual equation of state and imposing initial conditions under those circumstances. If one were really considering in detail possible PBH formation with a variant equation of state, one would need a more sophisticated set-up than our present one. However, our aim here is just to get some general indications about the effect of varying w. We have studied a range of values for w between 0.01 and 0.6, checking on how the values of γ and δ c for the scaling laws varied with w and also with varying the shape of the initial perturbation. Regarding the hydrodynamics of the process: as w is increased, the features of the relativistic wind and the opening up of the void become progressively more extreme, and this eventually becomes very challenging for the adaptive scheme. It is because of this that we did not use values of w > 0.6. For the variant perturbation shapes, we used the forms of curvature profile given by equation (17) with α = 0. The corresponding perturbations of the energy density, given by equation (19) , are shown in figure 7 for the particular case w = 1/3 and δ = δ c , as an indication of the general behaviour. Varying α in the range between 0 and 1 gives a centrally-peaked perturbation shape, while for α greater than 1 it is off-centred.
With all of the cases which we studied (0.01 ≤ w ≤ 0.6 and 0 ≤ α ≤ 5) we found good scaling laws extending down to the smallest values of (δ − δ c ) for which we were able to make satisfactory calculations. The intermediate state and approximate similarity solution were clearly seen in all cases, with the value of (2M/R) peak decreasing with decreasing w. Figure 8 shows our best-fit values of γ and δ c as functions of w. In the case of γ, the results obtained for different values of α are indistinguishable on the scale of the plot, while for δ c small variations are seen. The results for γ are in good agreement with those previously obtained semi-analytically by Maison [27] (which are indicated here with the dashed line). Within the range shown, there is a roughly linear behaviour which is consistent with the limit of γ → 0.106 for w → 0 obtained by Snajdr [28] . Regarding δ c , although the change with α does not seem to be very large, it could be cosmologically relevant because the PBH mass spectrum is very sensitive to the precise value of δ c . It is therefore important to establish the connection between different inflationary models and the probabilities for different initial perturbation shapes, and more investigation of this should be made in future for getting a better understanding of the possible cosmological impact of PBHs. The plot indicates that among the profiles studied here, the simple Mexican hat (with α = 0) gives the lowest value of δ c and so the highest probability of forming PBHs. The relation between δ c and w confirms that any epochs in the early universe when the equation of state softens should be favourable for enhancing PBH production. One example of this could be the QCD phase transition, which has previously been discussed in connection with a PBH model for MACHOs [13] .
Finally we want to comment here on one of our earlier results, in Paper 1, where we investigated critical collapse for a radiative fluid also in the presence of a cosmological constant Λ. At the time of Paper 1, our code was not able to get very close to the critical limit because of not yet having the AMR, and the lowest value of (δ − δ c ) that we were able to treat was around 10 −3 . In that regime we found that the presence of a cosmological constant was affecting the scaling law, giving a change in the value of γ in the sense of decreasing it with increasing (positive) Λ. Now, with the present AMR code, we have made similar calculations going down to much smaller values of (δ − δ c ) and have seen that this change in γ disappears as one gets closer to δ c (i.e. the gradients of the two scaling laws converge to the same value). The reason for this is clear: if δ is very close to δ c , the mass of the black hole is small and the fluid densities involved in forming it are high. Under these circumstances, the energy density related to the cosmological constant becomes negligible in comparison with that of the collapsing fluid. This makes the gradient of the scaling law converge to the same value as without the cosmological constant when (δ − δ c ) is sufficiently small. However, the cosmological constant still makes a relevant (and growing) contribution on larger scales where the fluid density is lower.
Conclusions
Following on after our previous work investigating primordial black hole formation during the radiative era of the early universe, we have here investigated further the critical nature of the collapse in this context, focusing on the intermediate state, which appears in the case of perturbations close to the critical limit. We have examined the extent to which this follows a similarity solution, deriving and solving the set of equations describing a self-similar solution within the same foliation used for our simulations of black hole formation. This is a key issue, because the presence of a similarity solution is seen as an important characteristic feature of the general phenomenon of critical collapse. Also, we have presented results from calculations where the equation of state parameter w was allowed to take constant values different from the radiation value of 1/3, with the aim of gaining further insight into our main case of interest, and have studied the effect of using different perturbation shapes. Our calculations have been made using a purpose-built Lagrangian AMR code, starting with initial supra-horizon scale perturbations of a type which could have come from inflation and then following self-consistently both the formation of the black hole and the continuing expansion of the universe.
From our simulation results, we have found that the similarity solution does indeed emerge in this context as an attractor solution approached during the intermediate state. However, for runs with perturbations whose amplitude δ is just above the critical value δ c , we observe it arising together with decaying and growing perturbation modes. First, the decaying mode is seen operating as the similarity solution is approached during the intermediate state but then the growing mode takes over, leading away from the intermediate state and the similarity solution, towards black hole formation. As expected, the index of the growing mode is found to be closely equal to 1/γ, where γ is the exponent of the scaling law for the black-hole mass. During the time of the intermediate state, the range over which the similarity solution gives a good approximation to the simulation results becomes progressively larger, eventually extending over all of the contracting region and part of the surrounding evacuated region, up to the maximum in the velocity of the relativistic wind, corresponding to the deepest point of the surrounding semi-void. Further out, the simulation results diverge completely away from the similarity solution, transitioning onto the surrounding expanding universe. From our simulations for cosmological-type perturbations using values for w different from 1/3, we have found that in every case, scaling-law behaviour persists down to the smallest values of (δ−δ c ) for which we were able to make satisfactory calculations, with the values obtained for the exponent γ being in almost perfect agreement with those obtained previously by other authors. The critical threshold amplitude δ c , the intermediate state compactness (2M/R) peak and the scaling-law exponent γ all vary with w in a way which is easily understandable in view of w being the ratio between the pressure and energy density of the fluid.
